
 

 

In addition to the Rapid SOS integrated mapping solution NCT9-1-1 is launching an 

integrated solution to the Rapid SOS Portal. This solution will allow access to the 

Rapid SOS Portal on the Solacom Guardian system.  

Rapid SOS Portal  

Training Bulletin 

What you need to know…  

• The link to the Rapid SOS Portal is in the ALI screen under 

additional data 

• The Telecommunicator needs to log into the portal every time 

they log into Solacom 

• The integrated solution does cover up a portion of your Solacom 

Guardian screen when launched  

• You can minimize the Rapid SOS Portal screen and continuously 

relaunch, however it is recommended to close out every time in 

order to eliminate items in the background. 

• The Rapid SOS Portal  information is secondary to WPH2 

information. 



 

 

 

 

The Additional Data Repository link will always be in the ALI screen even if there is 

not additional data.  After logging into Solacom, log in to the Rapid SOS Portal by 

selecting the Additional Data Repository link. Every time someone logs in to       

Solacom the Rapid SOS Portal also requires a login.  



 

 

If launching the Rapid SOS Portal for the first time the log in screen will appear. Utilize 

the agency log in and close out of the window by selecting X in the upper right hand 

corner. If the screen is minimized another window can be opened however, it takes 

up space in the background which could slow down the system. 



 

 

One way to know if the caller has additional data information before  launching the portal is 

to check for the yellow target on the Geolynx map.  If the yellow target is not present there 

will not be additional data information for the caller on the portal.  



 

 

The integrated Rapid SOS Portal solution automatically queries the callers telephone      

number for additional data when it is launched. This capability is the main difference         

between the non integrated solution, where the Telecommunicator has to copy and paste 

or manually type the callers telephone number into the search field. In the panel on the left 

side of the screen there is a lot of caller information; date, time, duration of the call, an 

estimated address, longitude, latitude, an uncertainty radius and the location confidence. 

The map can be viewed in map view as shown below or satellite view is also available.  



 

 

Once the portal is launched the Telecommunicator will begin seeing the additional 

information available. This information includes call “bread crumbing”. The telephone 

number is queried in the clearinghouse every 10 seconds and identifies any updates to the 

callers location. The green dot represents the callers most current location while the red 

dots represent previous locations. The picture below is an example of someone walking 

around inside of a building. If there were any other additional data associated with the 

callers telephone number it would be located in the additional data tab. This information 

could include medical data, video footage from a home camera, vehicle information, etc.  



 

 

Wireless Phase 2 information should still be utilized as the primary source of location 

information for a 9-1-1 caller. Rapid SOS portal information is supplemental secondary 

information.  

For concerns: 

Support@NCT911.org 

For questions: 

911OpsTeams@NCT911.org 


